Real bugs and insects from six continents!
In this incredible collection, you will discover all their secrets – where they
live, their constant fight for survival, and just how dangerous they really are!

A collection for
the whole
family to enjoy

MANCHURIAN
SCORPION
CHINA

CHINESE BLISTER
BEETLE
CHINA

GIANT WATER BUG
MEXICO

FRUIT CHAFER
BEETLE
CAMEROON
HOUSE
CENTIPEDE
TURKEY

ORANGE-SPOTTED
COCKROACH
ARGENTINA

BROWN
GRASSHOPPER
AUSTRALIA

Collect them… If you dare!
A team of experts from the National Geographic has carefully selected
for you all the most exceptional insects, arachnids and minibeasts
found in nature. These truly amazing specimens are showcased in
durable display boxes especially designed for this collection.
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Scientific and
educational value
The National Geographic Society is a nonprofit scientific and educational institution
that has supported more than 9,000 exploration and research projects since it was
founded in 1888, contributing greatly to our knowledge of the land, sea and space.
One of the main goals of National Geographic's scientists, photographers and filmmakers has been to study animals
in the wild, and many of their most fascinating magazine stories and TV programmes have featured 'bugs' of all kinds.
The hunt for insects, spiders, beetles and butterflies has led National Geographic's researchers to the remotest corners
of the world in search of these enormously diverse, prolific and hardy creatures. The results have included the
revealing studies on the amazing migration of monarch butterflies, carried out by the famous Canadian zoologist Fred
Urquhart, and the award-winning documentaries for National Geographic Television, such as the 'Deadly Insects' series
presented by renowned entomologist Phil De Vries, or the chilling 'Hornets From Hell', which showed the world the
devastation caused by the powerful jaws and venom of the Japanese giant hornet.

All the species featured have been grown on farms specifically for this
series, and none of them are threatened or endangered. The farms create jobs
and boost the economy in the rural areas in which they operate. The insect
farming is a project that respects the environment, and is supported by
prestigious scientific and educational institutions.
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Nature at home
Every insect in this collection is perfectly preserved
by a system that is both prehistoric and modern. It
is the first collection that uses plastic resin to
preserve these species for all time – just like natural
resin has preserved bugs for millions of years.
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HOW NATURAL FOSSILISATION IN RESIN WORKS
A spider weaves its web in
a tree. The bark of this tree
exudes resin, a glue-like
substance, which falls as drops
on a branch.

The spider hangs from a
thread and gets dangerously
close to the sticky resin.

The spider lands on the
branch, but it does so
too close to the resin and
becomes trapped.

Now dead, the spider
is completely covered by
successive drops of resin.

SCORPION PRESERVED IN
PLASTIC RESIN

Every specimen is kept
in superb hygienic
condition in clear
Lucite plastic.

The clear plastic allows you to
examine the creature from
every angle!

The most weird and exotic…
Collect the most extraordinary insects to be found around the
world, selected for you by the greatest experts in the field.
GREEN AFRICAN JEWEL BEETLE
So named because of its brilliant iridescent
colours. It possesses sensitive heat sensors at
the base of its second pair of legs that can
detect forest fires up to 80 kilometres away.
This is important as the Jewel Beetle’s larvae
feed on dead wood, and it will travel for miles
to find dead wood in which to lay its eggs.

BLUE WEEVIL

MANCHURIAN SCORPION

It is unmistakeable. Two strange, bent
antennae stick out of its ‘nose’ that is, in
reality, an extension of its head. But its
beautiful appearance hides a destructive
personality – this insect causes serious
damage to agriculture.

An ancient legend says that a scorpion commits
suicide if it is surrounded by a circle of fire. It is
untrue; the scorpion is immune to its own venom
and, furthermore, suicide would be contrary to
the survival instinct in animals.

Scorpions are
immune to their
own venom

With incredibly
shiny colours!

Items may differ from those shown. Display boxes are delivered empty. The sequence of deliveries may be modified for reasons beyond the publisher's control.

Causes serious
damage to crops
This planthopper
travels from tree
to tree, feeding on
the sap

He may look
fierce, but he is
a vegetarian!

Camouflage and
surprise help
it capture its
unsuspecting prey

EXOTIC PLANTHOPPER

COASTAL GREAT STAG BEETLE

This insect causes serious damage, not
just by transmitting plant diseases when it
feeds on the sap of various species of trees,
but also because fungi that could harm the
trees grow on its sugary excretions.

The extraordinary jaws of the male stag
beetle can be longer than the rest of its
body. Despite appearances, it doesn’t use
them to attack its prey, but for territorial
fights in the mating season – much the
same as a rutting deer (a ‘stag’) would.

FLOWER MANTIS
This voracious predator lives mainly in the
forests of Southeast Asia, where the insects
that it feeds on are abundant. Both the male
and the female of this species are good fliers,
capable of travelling long distances .

…and most incredible bugs
AMERICAN COCKROACH
A relative of the undesirable domestic roaches that live in
kitchens, ovens and other warm and damp places. This is a
very unusual insect because it prefers to walk instead of fly,
and, above all, because it doesn’t abandon its offspring to
their luck, but takes great care of them and protects them
until they’re able to fend for themselves.

Check out the
strange head!

EMERALD BEETLE

The silk thread made by spiders is very fine, with a
thickness of less than a thousandth of a millimetre.
The tiger spider’s thread is the strongest: it is more
resilient than steel, and more elastic than nylon,
stretching up to four times in length before reaching
its breaking point.

This beetle is so named because its brilliant green
colour is similar to that of an emerald. In the
Philippines and Japan, there are various species that
have the same wide variety of green, blue and redgold colours as gems and jewels.

GIANT FOREST ANT

Their silk is as
strong as steel!

This rainforest species feeds mainly on dead
insects and bugs, but it will also eat fruit and
seeds and kill and eat insects smaller than itself.

Colours as bright
as jewels!

GIANT WASP
Also known as a hornet, this insect can be truly
dangerous for people. If disturbed, it can be
fiercely aggressive and can inject a considerably
larger quantity of venom than a bee.

Can be dangerous
to man!

CHINESE LANTERN BUG
An unmistakable insect thanks to the amazing shape of its
head, which is almost as long as the rest of its body. In its
generic form, it is known as a lantern fly, because it was
once thought to have a luminous head. Some possess a
head that looks like the snout of a crocodile; others have
a head that looks like a platypus!

One of the largest
of all ants!

It can sense
approaching prey!

UNICORN BEETLE
This huge beetle is endowed with extraordinary
physical strength, and the male uses its horn as a
weapon when it fights other males for the right
to mate with a female. The largest rhinoceros
beetles can reach up to 8 centimetres in length.

A colossus of the
beetle world!

GIANT SCORPION
With its incredibly powerful claws, this scorpion
can easily catch the invertebrates that form most
of its diet. These pincers have fine hairs,
connected to the nervous system, which give the
scorpion information about its surroundings –
including approaching prey or enemies.

Items may differ from those shown. Display boxes are delivered empty. The sequence of deliveries may be modified for reasons beyond the publisher's control.

Never leaves
its young
to fend for
themselves!

WASP SPIDER

A collection for all the family
This collection will bring alive all the secrets and habits of the world’s most
incredible bugs and insects. Discover what they eat, how they hunt, where
they live and what they fear!

Big close-ups
reveal the
inner secrets!

Take a look
inside the
creepiest of
creepy-crawlies!

MYTHS & LEGENDS
Some are allies of man, but most bugs and insects are not
well liked by humans. Discover the age-old legends and
superstitions surrounding these mysterious creatures.
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Insects have featured in
many legends, books,
comics and movies.

HABITAT
Bugs and insects inhabit almost every corner of the Earth, living in the
ground and above it, from the soggiest rainforest to the driest desert.
Find out how the same species can adapt to live in very different
environments and climates.

FOCUS ON…
Take a closer look at the featured creatures, with illustrations
taking you in and around their incredible bodies. You will be
amazed by the close-ups of body parts, as you discover the
sensors under a scorpion or get eye-to eye with a weevil.

Every page is
fully illustrated,
taking you right
up close to the
minibeasts

The map shows how
species have adapted
to different habitats.
See how different
species of the same
family have spread
around the world.

BEHAVIOUR

ATTACK & DEFENCE

Discover the cycle of life in the natural world. Explore the eating habits of bugs and insects, their mating rituals, how they look after
their young (if they don’t eat them!) and their habitats. Why do spiders make webs? How do scorpions survive the cold?

How do species survive? Discover the strategies and techniques that bugs use
to hunt, and how they avoid being eaten themselves, by using speed,
camouflage and sheer brute force. What are their main victims and enemies?

Detailed
illustrations
and photographs
capture the daily
life of bugs
and insects.

See how amazing
battles for survival
are won and lost!

EXTRAORDINARY NATURE
Insects never fail to amaze us, either by the way they manage to survive against the odds, or by
their beauty or their capacity to pose a great danger to us. Unearth the record breakers – the
deadliest creature, the strongest, the fastest and more.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW?
Test your bug brain with creepy- crawly quizzes and games. Plus –
all the key facts about the bugs in your collection. Your friends and
family will be left scratching their heads as you show them who’s
the real king of the jungle!

Fun activities will help
you learn even more
about these animals.

See how insects
compare with
each other
and with other
creatures.

Learn all about your
own minibeasts –
what they’re like,
where they live...

COMING NEXT ISSUE

Your Magazine + Your Emerald Beetle!
Issue 2
Special P
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ONLY

£3.99
FOCUS ON...
Flower beetles

The winged Emerald Beetle is a colourful character.

HABITAT
At home in the woods

Flower beetles thrive in lush forests and gardens.

BEHAVIOUR
Flower power

True to their name, these beetles love flowers.

ATTACK & DEFENCE
Danger in the drone zone

Their bright colours make flower beetles easy prey.

Items may differ from those shown

EXTRAORDINARY NATURE
The heavyweights

Weigh up the giants of the creepy-crawly world.

The mighty Goliath!

Meet the Goliath, one of the world’s biggest bugs!

www.reallifebugs.co.uk

